MIDN I GHT LOU I E 'S

“Midnight Louie is the funniest, hairiest
hard-boiled PI on the planet.”
––JANET EVANOVICH
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RED HAT ladies ride to the rescue!

Witches and vampires and werewolves, oh my!

HERE IN PAPERBACK

NOW IN PAPERBACK IN MARCH 2008

MEET THE NEW GA L IN TOWN!

CATTITUDE

MEETS

HATTITUDE !

Louie’s latest adventure unreels at a Las
Vegas convention of fiesty mid-life, redhatted, cool-headed women, Midnight
Louie and Louise help Temple clear her
landlandy in the murder of a Pink Hat lady,
“Douglas’s humor and keen plot twists
keep this long-running series purring.”
––Publishers Weekly

Louie’s Vegas always had a fantasy touch,
but this noir urban fantasy is told by sassy
Delilah Street, Paranormal Investigator,
a Kansas orphan who’s hurtled into
the black heart of 2013 Vegas . . . after
the Millennium Revelation brought
all the bogeymen out of the closet.
“a smartly written, plot-driven, original
novel that deftly combines the elements
of fantasy, mystery, and romance to the
well sated delight of the reader.”
––Midwest Review of Books
“the fantastic first of a new paranormal
series . . . spectacularly stylish . . . spiced
with fabulous characters.”
––starred Publishers Weekly review

ISBN 978-08095-7203-8 0 paperback.......$6.99

This novel has not been endorsed or authorized by the Red Hat Society.

ISBN 978-07653-5270-5 paperback.......$6.99

www.carolenelsondouglas.com THE TWO VEGAS PIs ARE BACK IN ACTION! E-mail: cdouglas@catwriter.com
Oct. 10 ’08 paperback!

Sept. 2 ’08 hardcover!

Dear Readers,
WEDDING belles go crazy when the suave
Fontana bachelor party runs into murderous
trouble and the ladies must rescue them. Add
an isolated desert brothel and a new dollop
of international intrigue and SAPPHIRE SLIPPER
is a romp to remember! I am glad to see that
my rival PI’s new book cover features a feline
with a capital F. I do not mind sharing the
spotlight with Miss Delilah Street if she shows
the proper respect for the superior species.
Trouble is, the superior species in her Vegas
might be blood, body, and soul suckers.
ISBN 978-0-76531-8619...$24.95

Midnight Louie,Esq.

ISBN 978-0-80957-3042...$7.99

